The methodology of this article involved an examination of theoretical and empirical data so as to ascertain what the defining grammatical and semantic nature of tenses in isiZulu are with the ultimate goal of presenting an alternative view of these tenses. The article examined selected studies on the theory of tense in general as well as work done specifically on tenses in isiZulu. The most prolific scholar in South Africa writing on tenses in isiZulu is L.C. Posthumus. His studies, particularly those of 1990 and 2008, were examined so as to highlight problems with regard to suppositions and terminology. The conclusion of this discussion was that the basis on which a distinction is made between the so-called absolute and so-called relative tenses in isiZulu is contentious. Examples of tensed clauses in all the tenses in isiZulu taken from the empirical data were then examined in order to gain a sense of the defining temporal information communicated by these clauses. Having discussed these examples alternative terms for some tenses were suggested. The empirical data that guided the discussion and provided examples of tensed clauses are drawn from selected narrative texts. The findings with regard to terminology and the temporal information of tenses in isiZulu were then summarised.

A re-evaluation of tenses in isiZulu

Introduction

The goal of this article is to present an alternative view of isiZulu tenses after ascertaining what the defining grammatical and semantic nature of these tenses are. This will be done against the background of selected theoretical views on tense in general as well as specific studies on the tenses in isiZulu. It will be followed by an examination of empirical data, namely tensed clauses as they appear in a number of narrative texts, with the view to gain a sense of precisely how the different tenses are used grammatically and semantically. Having examined the studies on tense as well as examples of tensed clauses in narrative texts, the aim is ultimately to suggest alternative nomenclature and an alternative classification of tenses in isiZulu. Since the corpus of tensed clauses is taken from only three narrative texts – two novels and a collection of short stories by different authors – it can be argued that the corpus is too small to provide dependable results. It must be noted that this is a qualitative study representing a writer’s particular view of isiZulu tenses. This article does not endeavour to ascertain the frequency of occurrence of the different tenses from large databases. If one takes into account that the selected narrative texts have a combined total of 598 pages and that it is possible to encounter between 30 and 50 tensed clauses on a page (depending on the length of the page), it is reasonable to accept that these texts provide a good sample of empirical data from which credible deductions can be made.

Following Comrie (1985), Smith (2008:231) describes tense as follows: ‘[…] tense is a morpheme that expresses temporal information, a verbal inflection or auxiliary. The tense morpheme is obligatory, part of the grammatical “spine” of a sentence’. In this publication Smith discusses three
types of languages in the matter of tense: tensed languages, mixed temporal languages, and tenseless languages. In tensed languages, according to Smith (2008:246) ‘[…] every sentence has direct information about temporal location’. Mixed temporal languages, according to Smith (2008): ‘[…]

The morphemes through which the clauses are tensed are underlined; full explanations of these clauses will be provided in section four and section five. Posthumus, like many linguists, does not recognise a future tense. Posthumus (2008:77) recognises four basic relative tenses, each with four variants (ibid:77).

Premises

The author of this article is inclined toward the principle in ‘functional grammar’ that states that language functions as a system of human communication. This is in contrast to the principle that views ‘language as an abstract set of generalized rules detached from any particular context of use’ (Thompson 2004:1). Context of use, or discourse, is an important issue in this article, not only to situate the examples clearly, but also to demonstrate how these examples can shed light on the inherent semantic nature and thus the uses of tenses in isiZulu. With regard to discourse Kashina (2005:22) says the following: ‘Discourse (or text) is the most inclusive unit and reflects the realities of oral and written communication’.

The question that may arise about the particular discourse chosen, namely that of literary language, is whether literary language is in fact a reliable indicator of the general use of the tenses of isiZulu. The premise for this article regarding literary language is that although written narrative discourse can be regarded as ‘heightened’ language use, it resembles natural oral discourse in the sense that writers, like speakers, cannot invent grammar regardless. Although writers and speakers make use of ungrammatical language use for special purposes, the range of ‘mistakes’ is relatively well known to readers and listeners and these ‘mistakes’ are not regarded as mistakes but rather as ‘literary language’. Thus I regard the use of tenses in narrative discourse as described in this article as a barometer of well-formed discourse. Literary language use may have some implications for the use of tenses, but literary language use cannot disrupt the system of tenses without creating considerable confusion in the reader. The writer cannot afford to create confusion if he or she wants to communicate a message – and this is what literature is about – to communicate ideas and not to be exhibitionist about language use in the first place.

The use of the word ‘absolute’ in the term ‘absolute tense(s)’ as used by Posthumus is problematic, intrinsically, as well as in the light of how tenses have been used by writers in narrative discourse. Referring to intrinsic meaning, ‘absolute’ according to Grandison et al. (1990), has the following meanings:

1. complete, perfect
2. free from restrictions or exceptions
3. undoubted, certain
4. not dependent on or relative to anything else
5. pure, unmixed.

Presumably meaning number four was chosen to describe the absolute tenses. The description ‘absolute’ is incompatible

The tenses of isiZulu

Virtually all isiZulu grammarians describe the tenses of isiZulu. Doke’s ([1927] 1988:162) view gives an idea of the general nature and range of tenses in isiZulu:

The isiZulu tense division according to time is not so clear and precise as that of many other African languages, nevertheless in the main, the general African division holds for isiZulu, viz:

1. remote past
2. immediate past
3. present
4. immediate future
5. remote future.

A study of tenses in isiZulu has been undertaken by a few scholars, notably by Posthumus (1982, 1984, 1988, 1990, 2001, 2006, 2008). Using the distinction between absolute and relative tenses as described by Comrie (1985:36, 56), Posthumus published his analyses in a number of articles on the absolute tenses (reference will be made to 1990) and the relative tenses (reference will be made to 2008). Tenses in isiZulu are recognised through morphemic interventions in the clause, whether these interventions are prefixal, infixal, suffixal, or a combination of these. Grammatically, the so-called absolute tenses are recognised by the use of a prefix, infix, or a suffix. Semantically, they have been distinguished on the grounds of two reference points: when the event occurs (past or non-past), which is referred to as event time (ET), and when the speaker refers to the event, which is referred to as speech time (ST) or in Posthumus’s (1990:23) terminology, coding time (CT). In addition, tenses can be described in terms of reference time (RT); this reference point is, in Posthumus’s (2008:75) discussion, particularly relevant to the terms of reference time (RT); this reference point is, in Posthumus’s (1990:23) terminology, coding time (CT). In addition, tenses can be described in terms of reference time (RT); this reference point is, in Posthumus’s (2008:75) discussion, particularly relevant to the so-called relative tenses. Grammatically, the relative tenses are marked by the auxiliary verb -be. Posthumus (1990:23) distinguishes the following absolute tenses in isiZulu – the examples given in Table 1 are the present author’s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: Absolute tenses in isiZulu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remote past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[I wrote.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[I wrote./I didn’t write.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the notion of deixis. Posthumus (1990:23) maintains in his deliberations on tense that tense is a deictic entity; tense is thus interpreted according to relations and not on absolute grounds. Posthumus (1990:23) says ‘Deictic time reference is above all grammaticalised in the tense forms.’ In the deictic sense then all tenses are ‘relative’; they are all interpreted according to the vantage point of the speaker or hearer. The analysis of the tenses will hopefully show that there is no need, in the case of isiZulu, from a pragmatic point of view, to make the distinction between absolute and relative tenses based on grammatical form, because there are often no clear, ‘absolute’ differences in use between certain tenses, as the examples will show. Comrie (1985) himself writes as follows about the problem of the term ‘absolute tense’:

The term is misleading because, since the only way of locating a situation in time is relative to some other already established time point; the present moment is in principle just one of an infinite number of such time points that could be chosen as reference point, although it does play a major role in the definition of tense systems across the languages of the world. (p. 36)

A further difficulty is the principle according to which the relative tenses have been established. According to Posthumus (2008:75) the primary reference point is the ‘morphological structure of the (deficient) auxiliary verb with –be […]’. For example in the clause Sase sigijima [We ran], a contraction of sabe + sigijima, the introductory (auxiliary) part [sabe], which marks the temporal reference to the past, is the ‘primary reference point’, according to Posthumus. In other words, this reference point is in fact identified on the grounds of an (absolute) tense reference (in conjunction with –be) as it contains a remote past tense morpheme (-a). The question then arises: how does this differ in principle from a so-called absolute tense indicating a past which is also marked by a remote past tense morpheme (-a) as for instance in Sase sigijima. If, on the other hand, Posthumus’s notion of ‘the primary reference point’ refers to the auxiliary verb –be, the problem is still not solved since –be as grammatical item is not inherently indicative of or warranted by reference time (RT).

In this study, then, the distinction between absolute and relative tenses based on the absence or presence of –be will eventually be discarded. Examples of the so-called absolute tenses will be now discussed to show how these have been used in narrative texts.

The basic tenses

The remote past tense

IsiZulu speakers are well-acquainted with the phrase Laduma!, which is in the so-called remote past, to indicate that the soccer ball has struck the net, in other words that a goal has been scored. The clause literally means ‘it has thundered’ and describes how the ball has ‘thundered’ against the net. This phrase is clearly never used in soccer commentary to indicate an event that occurred in the remote past. When an isiZulu warrior received a fatal wound in battle or was faced with a life-threatening situation he may shout Ngafa! [I am dead!]. Again, this expression, in the remote past tense, refers to an event that occurred seconds before ST. One more example from oral art: the verbs in the well-known slogan or song Wathint’abalafazi wathint’imbokodo [You strike a woman, you strike a rock], originally sung by the women who marched to the Union Buildings in 1956 to protest against the pass laws, are also grammatically in the so-called remote past tense and yet the women are not referring to an event in the remote past. In fact, the meaning conveyed indicates a (conditional) presence: if you strike a woman, you (will) get hurt. If these examples are somewhat exceptional (although by no means ungrammatical), other examples from narrative texts will corroborate the true nature of the so-called remote past tense. In the novel Kuxolelwa abanjani? (see Sibiya 2002:1) the main character Shumi Gumede has just lost his job, and leaving his work place, he walks to his car; the narration continues as follows: Kwakala ukungenza uje ngen-Zumni kuGumede, wabahlaza isicabha, wazine ngoba phezu kwesitelingi, izandla wazibethela esipuntu, wakhula, wakhala, wakhala. [Then Gumede got into his car, he banged the door, he strapped himself in, he placed his head on the steering wheel, he placed his hands over his head, he cried, and cried, and cried] (Sibiya 2002:1).

**Explanation:** Only one example in this paragraph will be explained grammatically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>bhahlaza</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM Cl.</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>-a-past MOR</td>
<td>V STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>bang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>banged.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remote past, is thus formalised through fusion of the subject morpheme (SM) with a formative -a. In the context of the narration, the verbs, all in the so-called remote past tense, clearly do not refer to events that occurred in the remote past. The remote past can of course be a vehicle to refer to events in the remote and relatively remote past when it is necessary to indicate a remote time frame: ‘Inkosa zwabo yakuko mne uNtokozo yamaloko wafuna yimina’ [The daughter of this house Ntokozo Joko was named by me] (Makhambeni 2006:2).

In the texts consulted, examples of the so-called remote past indicating recent past actions (and in one case an event in the present) outnumber remote events. An example indicating an event enduring in the present is as follows: ‘Hawu, wathula kanga ka Fuze. Ucabanga indaba kakipiyakhe yini?’ [My word, you are so quiet Fuze. Are you thinking about the matter concerning Mpiyakhe?] (Makhambeni 2006:25).

The so-called remote past evidently refers to events in the past, whether recent or remote. This is in accordance with the finding of De Clercq (1961:11), who found that ‘Die a-verleden...
tyd is ‘n suiwer verlede tyd wat die logiese tydstip, naamlik van verre van naby verlede, kan aandui.’ [The a-past tense is a pure past tense that indicates the logical point in time of remote or recent past.] See also Sithole (2003:161), who comes to the same conclusion. The primary semantic function of this tense is to mark events as ‘seminal’. The so-called remote past tense highlights events in narration (whether oral or written). In terms of theories of event structure, this tense indicates activities, accomplishments and achievements, rarely states, with the specific semantic value [+seminal]. I thus suggest that this tense be named the narrative tense, or more neutrally the a-past tense, as some scholars have indeed done, see De Clercq (1961) and Sithole (2003), since it is always constructed with subject marker plus formativ e-a. According to Posthumus the a-past tense has the negative (see Table 1) resembling the negative of the past tense. But it also has its own negations, one of which is to prefix a negating morpheme (ka-): ‘Kwenzenjani info kaGumede, kwaze waya ekhaya, ukosikazi ukuxoshile yini?’ [What’s wrong Gumede, you haven’t even gone home (yet), has your wife thrown you out?].

The negative of the a-past tense is not a common occurrence in discourse, for obvious reasons: the writer has greater need for seminally expressing an event than negating it.

The past tense

According to most grammarians the past tense is characterised by two suffixes, each appropriate to a syntactic environment: the short form (-e) terminates the verb stem when the clause is followed by an adverb/ adverbial phrase, whilst the long form (-ile) is usually, but not exclusively, found in clause terminal position. There are, however, contexts where the short form can occur in a clause terminating the sentence whilst the long form can occur in non-terminating clauses (see examples below). If the a-past tense according to Posthumus’s (1990:23) diagram refers to remote past events then the past tense logically refers to recent past events, but, as his diagram suggests, there is an overlap between these two forms; in fact they can co-occur in adjacent phrases and can refer to the same time, as the following example shows: ‘Nafunda ndawonye. Okingshulukene ukuthi nikhle ndawonye nabo (abantu abambnyama).’ [You studied together. What is (thus) not different is that you grew up together with them (black people).] (Makhambeni 2006:49).

Like the a-past tense, the past tense can refer to recent past events (Sibiya 2002:8): ‘Ya ndoda, ngize kwase’. NguMahlangu lona obhavumula ngolaka, […] ‘Yes Sir, I have come to you.’ This is Mahlangu shouting in anger, […]].

Unlike the a-past tense, the past tense is not used in any great measure to narrate. What then are its distinguishing features in narrative discourse? In the first place it may express events that do not feature as seminal events, especially in the short form. Secondly, it is an expression of the stative; thus, whenever a state needs to be expressed, the ‘past tense’ suffixes, either –e or –ile, can be used, as in the following example:

[...:] Umpintsheke kanji namuhtla? Khona ngimpintshekele, njengoba wazi naze ukuthi sesizobhala. [...] [...] How pressed/ busy are you today?] [Well, I am pressed/ busy, as you know we will be writing. [...] (Makhambeni 2006:19)

**Explanation:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mpintshek</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM 2p.s.</td>
<td>V ROOT</td>
<td>V SUFF (short form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you busy?</td>
<td>ile</td>
<td>(stative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGI 1p.s.</td>
<td>V ROOT</td>
<td>V SUFF (long form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>busy</td>
<td>(stative)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the stative form the short form can occur in a clause in sentence terminating position. When former President Thabo Mbeki addressed the crowd at the Union Buildings after the second national election (1998) he asked them ‘Nijabule?’ [Are you happy?] The stative can be expressed for past, present, or future; thus the stative is not a tense. Thirdly, past tense verbs serve to indicate perfectivity or completion, often in conjunction with the auxiliary for completion, -se. The following examples illustrate completion:

Ngalele sikhathi usevhulihle umsebenzi kuSitshoodo. [At that time he had already found work at Sitshodo’s place.] (Makhambeni 2006:5)

Afkelele ngakuzenyanya u-Alex uma ecabanga ukuthi usegiphe ngemwe kulaThulisile izinyanga ezisishiyagololwe zonke emponisa kodwa aliluleke. [Alex felt disgusted as he thought that he had already chased after Thulisile for nine months courting her without success] (Makhambeni 2006:78)

What Posthumus (1990) calls the past tense, Taljaard and Bosch (1998:55), Sithole (2003:150), and some other scholars in fact call the perfect, preserving the term ‘past tense’ for the a-past tense; Taljaard and Bosch (1998) describe the perfect as follows:

The perfect is an aspect expressing completed action. Aspect as such does not locate time, i.e. it does not necessarily indicate when an action takes place; it indicates how an action is performed within the setting of time. (p. 55)

The aspect of perfectivity is often expressed by means of so-called relative tenses. The very fact that the past tense or perfect (henceforth: past tense) can co-occur in the relative tenses is proof that the past tense can be used to indicate something other than tense, since one clause cannot host different tenses. The following example shows the occurrence of the so-called recent past relative tense and the ‘past tense’ (functioning as the aspect of perfectivity): ‘Wena Themba ubuthembise ukuzi enkonzeni yakusihlwa izolo kubuye kwenzanjani?’ [Themba you did promise yesterday to come to the evening service, what is going on?] (Makhambeni 2006:103).
Fourthly, the past tense functions to confirm that an event has indeed taken place, especially through the use of the long form. The background to the following example is as follows: In the novel ‘Kuxoleluva abanjani’ Shumi has come to meet his former girlfriend; his conscience troubles him and he makes an attempt to excuse himself. The girlfriend, however, emphasises that she has made a booking: ‘Ngibhukile lapha elhotela.’ [I have (actually) booked in here at the hotel.] (Sibiya 2002:91).

Here -ile confirms the event. (See the discussion for its parallel form, the long form of the present tense, below.) The short form of the past tense (-e) clearly has a dual function: it expresses past time (not necessarily recent, but mostly so) and it expresses stative and perfect events. The recent past thus expresses a range of events: states, activities, and accomplishments.

Both the short and long forms of the past tense share the same negative, namely by means of negating prefix and suffix. In aspectual mode (namely to confirm) the suffixes -ile and -e are retained in the negative. Examples:

Neutral negative indicating past event: Futhi ngabe kunqcono nokuthi nalo Mevana wakhona akayenzanga lutho insiza yami uVusi lapha epalazini […] [Furthermore it is perhaps better that this Mevana of yours did not do anything to my boy Vusi here on the farm […]] (Makhambeni 2006:45).

Negative retaining long form to confirm: ‘[…] Angizile ukazokuluza namuntu […] […] I have not come to fight with anyone […]’ (Makhambeni 2006:47).

Negative retaining short form to confirm: ‘[…] kubonakala nje ukuthi kaqifane muntu ozohlala eduze kuwoy’ ‘[…] it is clear that she did not want anyone to sit close to her.] (Sibiya 2001:13). In addition: Makhambeni (2006:44): ‘Ingane aqerizo lutho. Akyena eziziletha lapha emibleni!’ ‘[The child hasn’t done anything. It did not bring itself into the world!’

Explanations: Only one example will be explained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>ka</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>enz</th>
<th>anga</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEG PREF</td>
<td>NEG SM CL 1</td>
<td>OBJ CL 1</td>
<td>9 ROOT</td>
<td>NEG SUFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>him</td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in the two examples above, the negatives retaining suffix -e appear in association with nouns used in the generic form (without initial vowel, e.g.: (umuntu – [black person] of which the translation is often ‘any [plus basic meaning of the particular noun]’ and the intention of the speaker is one of confirmation.

The present tense

This tense refers to events that correspond to ST. It has parallels with the past tense in that it has two grammatical forms which correspond to syntactic environments as described for the past tense. The long form (marked by infix -ya-) serves to confirm the event, whilst the short form allows the focus to move to an argument in the sentence, or, as in the following example, to a subordinate clause (Sibiya 2002): […] ‘Lethiwe, ngiyakuthanda, ngikuthandela ukuba sakhe umazi naye.’ […] (p. 7) […] Lethiwe, I love you, I love you so that we can have our own family. […]"

(The stem –handela contains the applicative suffix (-thandela + -el- + -a) indicating purpose, beneficiary or other semantic values.)

As in the case of the long form of the past, the tense status of the long form of the present tense needs to be examined. The long form of the present is compulsory in clause final position, whilst semantically it serves to highlight or emphasise the event. If the tense status of the long form of the past tense is questionable then there are equal grounds to question the tense status of the so-called long form of the present tense. On equal grounds (as described for the long form of the past tense above), the morpheme –ya– should be seen as an aspect indicating significance or weight. If –ya– is the formalisation of present tense, as some isiZulu grammarians imply, the short form must be a formalisation of some other function, which, apparently, is not the case, as no isiZulu grammar ascribes a special semantic function to the so-called short form. The short form should, in my view, be regarded as the norm for the present tense, whilst the long form should be regarded as an aspect indicating weight (associated with present tense). On –ya- Sithole (2003) comments as follows:

This morpheme does not directly contribute to any difference in the meaning of the Present Tense with regard to its interpretation of time. However, […] the presence or absence of [-ya-] may give rise to a certain emphasis on the action or event designated by the verb. It is however, clear that the distinction between these two forms of the Present Tense is primarily syntactic in nature, and secondary, only with regard to the semantic feature of emphasis and not to any feature which is exclusively related to time. (pp. 143–144)

The future tense

As indicated by Posthumus (1990:23), isiZulu does not have a morpheme exclusively indicative of the future; even so, many isiZulu grammarians speak of the ‘future tense’ (Poulos & Msimang 1998:263; Taljaard & Bosch 1998:61; Van Eeden 1956:274). Speakers often distinguish between a definite and an indefinite future, as the following example illustrates: […] 'Ngiyobunya ngixe ngapha ngizosho ukuthi sikhumbe kanjani.' [I will (at some time) come back here and will (surely) say how we fared] (Makhambeni 2006:31).

The primary semantic function of the aspects zo or yo is to indicate (definite or indefinite) immanence, translated as ‘coming to [verb]/going to [verb]’. The clearest proof that zo or yo do not primarily mark tense is the fact that they can occur in a tenseless mood (such as the infinitive) and that they can occur with other tenses.
The relative tenses

Comrie (1985:56) sees the relative tense as a tense ‘where the reference point for the location of a situation is some point in time given by the context, not necessarily the present moment.’ The difficulty (for the relative tenses in isiZulu) arises when he gives examples of these reference points, as follows:

[…] there are (in general distinct) adverbials which locate a situation relative to some reference point given by the context, such as on the same day, on the day before, on the next day; in our terminology, these are all instances of relative time reference.
(Comrie 1985:56)

The problem is not that similar types of relationalness do not occur in isiZulu; they do occur. The difficulty, firstly, is that the so-called relative tenses in isiZulu – that is to say, tenses constructed with the auxiliary verb –be – do not need a reference point given by the context in order to exist; secondly, some of the examples given by Comrie are not always compatible with some ‘relative tenses’ in isiZulu. Examples such as the following are less acceptable in isiZulu:

Examples such as the following are less acceptable in isiZulu. Since this example contains an auxiliary phrase ([Posthumus 2008]), the phrase as well as the complement into consideration, is more than providing terminology: it amounts to a description or a definition. This system is quite cumbersome to use. Some scholars refer to these tense forms as ‘compound tenses’, since all these forms are made up of two verbs: the auxiliary verb and main verb (or: complement). Posthumus (ibid:73) rejects the term ‘compound tense’ on the grounds that it ‘implies that such verbal forms comprise a combination of two (or more) tenses; which is not the case and this term is thus equally unfit’. The term ‘compound’ does not necessarily refer to the tense aspect; it can refer to the fact that the clause is a compound of two verbs: an auxiliary and a main verb stem. If the term ‘compound’ is an issue – note that in a certain sense the future is also a compound tense (Sithole 2003:167) – one could call these tenses –be–tenses. Despite the fact that the auxiliary verb stem (–be) can be omitted in contracted forms of these tenses, its underlying meaning (namely of referring to a situation, or simply put, of ‘being’ in a certain situation) is often operative. This does not mean that isiZulu writers express this situation explicitly, for instance with reference to a specific time word or phrase. For example, Sibiya’s (2002:1) novel Kusilelewa abanjani? commences as follows without reference to a specific time: Kwakugobhoza invula yezinymbembi, ekhanda kuduma izinhlonono ezazenza uShumi angabezwa nabantu ababemhingelela ngenkathi egaqanezele eya emotweni yakhe. [A torrent of tears came down, in his head a tumultuous noise resounded causing (= which caused) Shumi not to hear the people who greeted him as he went to his car].

One of the verbs in the example above will be explained:

Kwamcacela ukuthi uShumi angabezwa nabantu ababemhingelela ngenkathi egaqanezele eya emotweni yakhe. [A torrent of tears came down, in his head a tumultuous noise resounded causing (= which caused) Shumi not to hear the people who greeted him as he went to his car].

The A-past compound tense

It must be noted, as Posthumus (2008:69) has shown, that what he calls relative tenses have been called past continuous tenses, compound tenses, and some other names by scholars. Having reviewed the nature of these tenses and their naming by other scholars, Posthumus prefers to name the relative tenses according to two reference points: the tense in which the auxiliary verb occurs and the tense in which the complementary verb occurs. For instance, the following example is called ‘a relative tense with reference time long before coding time and event time coinciding with reference time’: Ngangisebenza. [I was working or I worked] (Posthumus 2008:77).

Since this example contains an a-past tense (remote past in Posthumus’s [2008] terminology) in the auxiliary phrase (nga + be), Posthumus will name the tense accordingly (‘reference time long before coding time’). His naming of these tenses, of which there can be at least 16 variants if one takes the auxiliary phrase as well as the complement into consideration, is more
is often se [now or already]. In addition, complements may conjugate, often with an aspect, as in the following example: Wayesezifika achezuleke emgwayeni obhela kwakhe [...] [He was now going to turn into the road leading to his place [...] (Sibiya 2002:3).

The compound tenses are the preferred tenses to express durative events or states, location, copulatives, and so forth, here is an example expressing a state in the past (expressing a state, locative, etc., in the past in fact is only possible in one of the compound tenses): Wayezimisele uLethuwe ngekuthi ngaye ayithi vu kuShumi le ndaba. [Lethiwe was determined that she would not say a word to Shumi about this matter] (Sibiya 2002:6).

The a-past compound tense does of course serve to express a remote past (over and above its capacity to narrate recent events), for example (from Sibiya 2002): Kwakakuso kanye lesi sibhedlela, eminyakeni eyishumi edlule [...] [It was at this very hospital, ten years ago [...] (Sibiya 2002:4)

The a-past compound tense is a common occurrence in narrative texts; the same cannot be said of the past compound tense, which is dealt with next.

**The past compound tense**

Posthumus (2008:77) names the most basic form of this tense the ‘relative tense with reference time shortly before coding time and event time coinciding with reference time’. Logically it refers to a recent past, but occasionally it does appear in the same context time as that of the a-past compound tense, as the following example shows: ‘Ngempela Thuli?’ kubaza u-Alex engakukholwa lokhu akazizo yo. Inhltiyo yayibakaza sengathi isiphamo ngenomlonto. Wyenqoqo qaldle ukuthi wyeyjabule kakhulu yini noma wyenokuzisela ngokuchitha isikhathi esingaka ibe imthanda intombi. ’Really Thuli?’ asks Alex not believing what he is hearing. His heart pounded as if it would come out of his mouth. He did not understand fully whether he was happy or whether he blamed himself for wasting so much time whilst the girl was in love with him.] (Makhambeni 2006:80).

Logically, the clause ibe imthanda which is in the compound past tense, seems to refer to a time that precedes and overlaps with the other events, which are in the a-past compound tense, a tense traditionally accepted as preceding events in the past compound tense.

**Explanation:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>be</th>
<th>im</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>thanda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM CL 9</td>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>SM CL 9</td>
<td>OBJ M CL 1a</td>
<td>V STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>be</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>him</td>
<td>love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She loved him.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was illustrated earlier that the a-past tense and the a-past compound tense may occur in the same context. The same is true of the past compound; it occurs in the same context as the a-past tense: Laggagqamuka ithushi. Wasondela umfula. Lwakhula uvelo kuSishebo. Wajuluka. Ukuba ubengabambile isikhuni ngalesi esiyne isandla, ubezovesula umjuluko. [The horse reared up. The river approached. (= The river came closer and closer.) Sishebo’s fear grew. He broke out in a sweat. If he had not been holding a torch in the other hand he would have wiped the sweat off] (Makhambeni 2006:14).

The first four verbs are in the a-past tense (its ‘dramatic’ nature well-illustrated here), whilst the rest are in the past compound tense. The past compound tense exhibits the richness of conjugation, equal to that of the a-past compound, but its occurrence in narrative texts is limited.

**The present compound tense**

IsiZulu grammarians do not discuss a present compound tense. This is perhaps because it does not seem to differ grammatically from the past compound; it can however be recognised on logical semantic grounds and from the fact that the auxiliary phrase and the complement do not contract, as is the norm with past forms of compound tenses. See the following example: ‘Wena Sivalo ithi le ngane ayifane kancini namantombazane ibe ingumfuna yona?’ [...] [I say Sivalo in what way do you say (= mean) this child does not resemble the girls as it is a boy? [...] Paraphrase: [Sivalo, how can you say this child is not the same as the girls; it is in fact a boy?] (Makhambeni 2006:3)

Except for the fact that the complement is an identifying copulative (ingumfuna – [it is a boy]), the word group has the same basic structure as other compound tenses. This compound tense occurs much less frequently than other compound tenses.

**Compound future tenses**

As stated earlier, Posthumus (2008) does not recognise an absolute future tense, but he does recognise (eight variants of) the definite and indefinite future relative tenses. As stated before, with regard to the future tense speakers and writers have the need to refer to future events (for communicative reasons); for this reason future compound tenses are recognised here. A future compound tense contains a future morpheme (zo or ye) in the auxiliary phrase; examples where a ‘future’ aspect occurs in the complement will not be recognised as ‘the future’, since occurrences of semantic variations such as the ‘future’ in the complement cannot be regarded as intrinsic future tense values.

Example of definite future compound tense: Nqizobe ngingekho kusasa. [I will not be here tomorrow.]

Example of indefinite future compound tense: Bayobe bezidonsela amanzo ngomsele. [They will be causing trouble for themselves.]

**Explanation:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ba</th>
<th>yo</th>
<th>be</th>
<th>zi</th>
<th>donsela</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM CL 2</td>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>AUX SM CL 2</td>
<td>SIT MOOD</td>
<td>OBJ M (refl) V STEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| They will be they themselves draw for (They will be drawing (a stream of water to themselves).)
Conclusion

Based on the arguments and examples set out above, a distinction between so-called absolute and relative tenses is not reasonable. However, it is clear that isiZulu avoids itself of radical, simple or basic tenses – the description ‘basic’ is preferred – and of compound tenses. Furthermore, for communicative purposes a future tense needs to be recognised. It has been shown that basic and compound tenses may occur in the same time reference and even in the same linguistic unit (the sentence). Why the need for two types of tenses (basic and compound)? The answer is simple: to provide for nuanced expression. Whilst the basic tenses provide the semantic values as discussed, the compound tenses add the value [+continuous] whilst they conjugate more freely than the basic tenses by adding aspects. See the summary of the tenses according to the analyses provided in the foregoing discussion (Table 2).

The four past tenses is an indication of the fact that these tenses are needed for specific purposes. Since I am not aware of a detailed study on the specific event types that characterise isiZulu tenses, the details presented in Table 3 are preliminary. I will also take the liberty to work with only two types of events, namely state and activity. In the third column an indication is given of the tense’s unique use(s), as seen in the analyses of the examples.

Narrative texts have revealed features of tenses in isiZulu that have been overlooked by some grammarians. There should be no doubt that the use of tenses in narrative texts demand a revision of the classification and grammatical description of tenses in isiZulu.
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Table 2: The tenses of isiZulu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenses</th>
<th>A-past</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Definite future</th>
<th>Indefinite future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Ngifika: [I arrived.]</td>
<td>Ngikho izolo: [I arrived yesterday.]</td>
<td>Ngikho manje: [I am coming now.]</td>
<td>Ngikho: [I will arrive.]</td>
<td>Ngikho: [I will arrive.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>Ngunqaphika: [I arrived.]</td>
<td>Bengikho: [I arrived/was arriving.]</td>
<td>*ngabe uyenza [*you can be doing]</td>
<td>Ngicobo ngifika: [I will be arriving.]</td>
<td>Ngicobo ngifika: [I will be arriving.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, This clause is part of a sentence in Sibiya (2002:36) that reads as follows: ‘*Into ongabe uyenza eje myeni wami ngukuzabonga uhlobo lwemoto ezisiyathenga [...]’ [What you can be doing my husband is to think of the kind of car we will buy [...]].

This example occurs with the potential aspect -igo- (can or may).

Table 3: Tenses and event types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Unique use or meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-past</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Presents activity as seminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>State, activity</td>
<td>Presents perfectivity. Long form confirms or emphasises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Activity, state</td>
<td>Habitual, momentary, universal events. Long form confirms or emphasises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definite future</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Imminence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite future</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Distant action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound A-past</td>
<td>Activity, state</td>
<td>Presents activity or state as seminal. Presents activity or state as continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound past</td>
<td>Activity, state</td>
<td>Presents activity or state as continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound present</td>
<td>Activity, state</td>
<td>Presents activity or state as continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound definite future</td>
<td>Activity, state</td>
<td>Presents activity or state as immanent. Presents activity or state as continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound indefinite future</td>
<td>Activity, state</td>
<td>Presents activity or state as distant. Presents activity or state as continuous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: The tenses of isiZulu.
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